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A Man Like None Other Chapter 3791-Early in the morning! 

Chen Ping and the others set off with the people from the five major sects! 

Along the way, everyone had their own agenda and no one spoke! 

But not long after we left, the wind and clouds in the sky suddenly changed, 
countless clouds gathered, and large snowflakes fell! 

The temperature dropped a lot in an instant, and many monks had to explode 
their spiritual power around their bodies to resist the cold! 
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However, Ice Dew and the others have no effect at all. After all, they practice 
ice-based techniques and live in this environment year after year! 

“Mr. Chen, another pole stone was discovered ahead…” 

At this time, Binglu walked to Chen Ping and said! 

“Where?” Chen Ping had always been wary of Hai Dafu and others, so he 
didn’t notice it! 

Binglu pointed to the rock wall not far away and said: “They are all on the rock 
wall, there seem to be hundreds of them…” 

Chen Ping looked around and found that hundreds of extreme stones were 
inlaid on the rock wall on one side! 

In the past, pole stones were found on the ground, but this time there were 
actually pole stones on the rock wall, embedded in the mountain! 

This made Chen Ping very strange and couldn’t help but stop! 

“Why don’t you leave?” 



Sect Master Luo asked! 

“There is a pole stone ahead…” Chen Ping pointed! 

“It turns out that this is what the pole stone looks like. Just send someone to 
take it down.” 

Sect Leader Luo said! 

Chen Ping did not move. He looked at the extreme stones and felt a sense of 
danger in his heart! 

It shouldn’t be a coincidence that the pole stone appears on that rock wall! 

“Mr. Chen, I will personally lead people to take down the pole stone!” 

Binglu said! 

Chen Ping nodded, but warned: “You must be more vigilant. I always feel that 
there is danger here.” 

Binglu selected two saints, then jumped towards the rock wall! 

Because of the magnetic field here, Binglu and the others cannot leap too 
high. They can only use their feet to leap upward again with the help of the 
rock wall! 

Just when Binglu and the others were about to approach the rock, a black 
mass of poisonous insects suddenly flew out from the rock wall! 

No one has discovered how these poisonous insects flew out of the rock wall! 

“careful……” 

Seeing this, Chen Ping jumped up, and at the same time, fire rose up from his 
palms! 

This poisonous insect is most afraid of fire! 

Seeing this, the other saints took out their frost swords one after another, and 
sword beams flew out quickly, heading straight for the black poisonous 
insects! 



The bodies of Binglu and the two saints fell rapidly! 

Thousands of poisonous insects, a mass of blackness, if they were wrapped 
in it, not even the remains of their bodies would be left! 

Chen Ping fired out a series of extreme fires, forming a wall of fire to block the 
poisonous insects! 

Let Binglu and the two saints have time to escape! 

Then hundreds of sword rays passed through the insect swarm. Although 
many poisonous insects were killed, it was nothing more than drizzle to these 
thousands of poisonous insects! 

“help……” 

When Sect Leader Luo saw this, he shouted and headed towards the insect 
swarm! 

However, Hai Dafu and others did not move at all! 

Sect Leader Luo ignored it and went directly to Chen Ping! 

“This might be an opportunity!” 

Sect Leader Luo whispered something in Chen Ping’s ear! 

Chen Ping understood it instantly, and then his body fell rapidly! 

The poisonous insects swarmed towards Chen Ping. 

Suddenly, the rock wall collapsed, and a seemingly sleeping ice bear monster 
jumped out of the rock wall! 

Only then did Chen Ping understand why these extreme rocks were on the 
rock wall. It turned out to be the ice bear monster! 

And these poisonous insects should be guarding the pole stone outside when 
the ice bear monster is practicing! 

This ice bear monster is huge in size, has a strong aura, and has a cultivation 
level at the peak of the Tribulation Realm! 



Everyone was shocked when they saw this ice bear monster! 

Chen Ping lured the poisonous insects and ice bear monsters towards the five 
major sects! 

Since Hai Dafu and others don’t want to take action, then he will force these 
guys to follow the poisonous insects and ice bear monsters to take action! 

Only when chaos breaks out can they have the opportunity to quietly kill Hai 
Dafu and others! 

 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3792-Hai Dafu and others saw Chen Ping 
leading the poisonous insect and ice bear monster towards them, and they all 
started shouting! 

“Don’t come over, don’t come over…” 

They don’t want to follow these poisonous insects! 

The more this happens, the less likely it is that Chen Ping will leave! 

Hai Dafu and his disciples retreated desperately, but they were not as fast as 
Chen Ping! 
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The poisonous insect and the ice bear monster were attracted! 

Hai Dafu and the others looked at each other and realized that they had no 
choice but to take action against the poisonous insects and ice bear monsters! 

Chen Ping asked Binglu to take several saints and hurriedly went to the rock 
wall to take down the pole stone! 

But just when Binglu and the others were about to take the pole stone, there 
were several more roars, and an ice bear monster rushed out from the rock 
wall! 

This time, Binglu and the others were shocked! 



When Chen Ping saw this, he jumped up and challenged several ice furbolgs 
on his own, letting Binglu and the others get the pole stone! 

Sect Leader Luo also rushed forward to help! 

At this time, he must work together with Chen Ping! 

Sect Leader Luo and Chen Ping looked at each other. The two of them 
seemed to have thought together and followed the ice bear monster while 
fighting and retreating! 

He actually led these ice bear monsters to Hai Dafu and others! 

A group of poisonous insects, plus a few ice bear monsters! 

Hai Dafu and his disciples are a little tired of coping! 

Chen Ping followed Sect Leader Luo and took the opportunity to escape from 
the battlefield, not even going to help! 

Blood spilled from the corner of Hai Dafu’s mouth, his expression was very 
heavy! 

Originally they planned to find an opportunity to take action against Chen Ping 
and Luo Zong, but now they are entangled by these poisonous insects and ice 
bear monsters! 

“Finish the battle quickly, don’t delay!” 

Hai Dafu gritted his teeth and pulled out a long knife! 

On the blade, spiritual power flows, and countless sharp blades are looming! 

Then he slashed at an ice bear monster with his sword! 

Originally, Hai Dafu wanted to preserve his strength, and when Chen Ping and 
Sect Master Luo got tired of fighting these ice bear monsters, they could start 
harvesting them! 

But now, these poisonous insects and ice bear monsters are pestering them 
as if they recognize their master! 

The ice bear monster roared loudly, and the sound shook the entire void! 



Then a bear paw was shot hard, and all the countless swords were blocked 
under this palm! 

This ice bear monster has rough skin and thick flesh, and there is a layer of 
armor-like frost covering its body, making it difficult to break! 

Another ice bear monster opened its mouth, and a stream of cold air spurted 
out from its mouth. Seeing this, Hai Dafu retreated quickly, but he was still a 
step too slow! 

He was directly hit by this cold air, and his body instantly began to condense 
with frost! 

Hai Dafu was horrified, and the spiritual power in Yuan Zhuan’s body tried his 
best to block the speed of frost condensation! 

Sect Master Yue and Sect Master Yang were also very anxious. Seeing Hai 
Dafu like this, they gritted their teeth! 

But they were also shaken by the ice bear monster and couldn’t escape! 

Those disciples are all dealing with poisonous insects, no one is idle! 

But looking at Chen Ping and Sect Leader Luo, they were watching from a 
distance and had no intention of helping! 

If there were melon seeds here, the two of them would enjoy watching the fun! 

“Why do these poisonous insects and ice bear monsters only target people 
like Hai Dafu?” 

Sect Leader Luo asked a little strangely! 

Although they lured the ice bear monsters and poisonous insects over, they 
couldn’t control who the ice bear monsters and poisonous insects attacked! 

“I secretly used some tricks on them…” 

Chen Ping said with a bad smile! 

Sect Leader Luo was stunned for a moment, and then he started laughing too! 



In fact, when Chen Ping first lured the ice bear monster and poisonous insects 
over, he secretly sprinkled a kind of medicinal powder! 

This kind of powder can make monsters go crazy and attack like crazy! 
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Hai Dafu roared, and a terrifying aura erupted from his body, directly 
shattering the ice! 

“Sect Master Luo, we are fighting hard here, but you are making people 
laugh?” 

Hai Dafu glared at Sect Leader Luo not far away and asked angrily! 

Their five major sects were all fighting hard. Although Sect Master Chen of 
Chen Sect did not take action that day, Hai Dafu knew the reason! 
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Zongzhu Chen’s body has been poisoned, and there is no way to use his 
spiritual power now, otherwise the poison will spread quickly and he will die 
soon! 

If you can’t find a pharmacist in this place, you will definitely die! 

But Sect Master Luo was watching the battle with Chen Ping, without even the 
slightest intention of taking action. The saints brought by Chen Ping also 
stayed far away! 

This is obviously a trick to them, can Hai Dafu not be anxious? 1 

“Sect Master Hai, that ice bear monster is too powerful. It’s hard for me to take 
action. Besides, if I take action, I’m afraid you’ll shoot me behind my back.” 

Sect Leader Luo said calmly! 

Hai Dafu was stunned. He understood what Sect Master Luo meant! 



“Sect Master Luo, our five major sects are from the same sect, are you just 
watching us fight hard?” 

“As the head of the five major sects, you shouldn’t be so narrow-minded.” 

“How could we do anything to you? At most, we just have thoughts about 
Chen Ping! 

“After all, this guy is worth a hundred years of worship from the Demon 
Sealing Alliance!” 

Hai Dafu actually played the emotional card with Sect Master Luo! 

He knew that if Sect Master Luo didn’t lead someone to take action, they 
would be defeated sooner or later when faced with so many poisonous insects 
and ice bear monsters! 

These monsters seemed to have taken medicine, they were all extremely 
excited and attacked with all their might! 

“Hmph, don’t think that your plan is perfect. Sect Master Chen has told me a 
long time ago that you want to kill me in this polar region.” 

“Let me tell you, I chose to cooperate with Chen Ping just to guard against the 
three of you.” 

“We are from the same sect, but you have murderous intentions towards me. 
How can I help you!” 

Sect Leader Luo simply made it clear! 

Hai Dafu and the others are trapped by the ice bear monster, and there is no 
way to escape in a short time! 

Even if they were lucky enough to escape, they were already exhausted and 
they could kill them at will! 

After hearing this, Hai Dafu immediately gritted his teeth angrily and stared at 
Sect Master Chen fiercely! 

“Chen, you forgot the poison on your body and you actually reported it, so 
don’t blame me for being cruel.” 



“Your poison, without my antidote, would have killed you in three days.” 

At this time, Hai Dafu still dared to look at him angrily and threaten Sect 
Leader Chen! 

“You don’t need to threaten him, I can cure his poison!” 

Chen Ping took a step forward and said! 

When Hai Dafu saw Chen Ping standing up, he became even more angry! 

But it’s useless even if he’s angry now. A few ice bear monsters are making 
the three of them miserable, and poisonous insects are constantly harassing 
them! 

“Boy, don’t be so arrogant and think that a few monster beasts can trap us. 
Once these monster beasts are killed, we will kill you!” 

Hai Dafu roared, venting the anger in his heart! 

“Huh, you don’t have a chance!” 

After Chen Ping said that, his figure was like a shooting star, instantly heading 
towards the rich man Hai! 

Chen Ping’s speed was extremely fast, as if he disappeared in an instant! 

Seeing this scene, Hai Dafu was shocked! 

Chen Ping stepped on the fire-control step and punched the wealthy man of 
the sea! 

This punch made heavy shadows, and a golden light suddenly appeared, like 
the scorching sun in the sky! 

“How dare you…” Hai Dafu gritted his teeth! 

boom! 

As soon as he finished speaking, this punch hit Hai Dafu in front of him! 

Hai Dafu wanted to dodge, but found that he was wrapped in this terrifying fist 
shadow, and there was nowhere to hide! 



A feeling of danger arises spontaneously! 

“Sect Master Yue, Sect Master Yang, save me…” 

Hai Dafu’s eyes were filled with fear and he shouted for help. 

But those two people were entangled by the ice bear monster, so there was 
no chance to rescue them! 
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spiritual shield, trying to block Chen Ping’s punch! 

However, after fighting with the ice bear monster for a long time, he consumed 
a lot of spiritual power. Now that all his power is unleashed to form a spiritual 
energy shield, he may not be able to withstand Chen Ping’s attack! 

Following the explosion of golden light, Chen Ping’s punch easily penetrated 
the aura shield and struck Hai Dafu hard! 

Hai Dafu’s body was like a kite that was off the line, flying into the distance! 

In mid-air, Hai Dafu spurted blood and drew an arc! 
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Hai Dafu’s body hit the rock wall so hard that the whole hill rumbled! 

Seeing this scene, Sect Master Yue and Sect Master Yang looked at each 
other, turned around and ran away! 

The matter has been exposed, they will die if they stay! 

“Huh, I still want to run away, but it’s not that easy!” 

Sect Leader Luo snorted coldly, jumped up, and blocked the way of the two of 
them! 

The surrounding ice bear monsters are watching eagerly! 



“Sect Master Luo, we were wrong. This matter was all planned by Hai Dafu.” 

“For the sake of our fellow sect, please spare us this time!” 

Sect Master Yue and Sect Master Yang were begging to Sect Master Luo! 

Hai Dafu was punched by Chen Ping, and he didn’t know whether he was 
alive or dead. How could they have the courage to kill Sect Master Luo! 

Sect Leader Luo looked at the two of them, his eyes full of anger and said: “If 
you admit your mistake early, I will not attack you. After all, we have worked 
together for many years.” 

“But for the sake of profit, you actually poisoned Sect Master Chen. This is 
unforgivable. If our ancestors were alive, they would not be able to forgive 
you!” 

When Sect Master Yue and Sect Master Yang saw this, they knew that Sect 
Master Luo was going to put them to death today, so they gritted their teeth 
and said, “Okay, since you are so heartless, then we will fight!” 

After that, the two of them took action directly against Luo Zong! 

Although Sect Master Luo has been promoted to the ninth level of the 
Tribulation Realm, he has just been promoted, and the two of them can 
handle it together! 

Just when the two of them were taking action, a phantom appeared in an 
instant. Chen Ping had already arrived beside Sect Master Luo. Chen Ping’s 
eyes were shining with murderous intent! 

The dragon-slaying sword in his hand made a buzzing sound, as if impatient! 

“You two seem to have forgotten me…” 

Chen Ping smiled coldly! 

Seeing Chen Ping, the two of them felt nervous, but now that the matter has 
come to this, they can only fight! 

“kill……” 

The two of them roared and came towards Chen Ping and Sect Master Luo! 



Chen Ping’s eyes were full of disdain. He was not something that the eighth 
level of the Tribulation Realm could handle now! 

Some time ago, he was forced into a desperate situation! 

In just a few days, Chen Ping could ignore these people! 

The dragon-slaying sword in his hand burst out with a wave of heat, and a 
raging ultimate fire rose up! 

Taking advantage of the situation, a fire dragon roared out! 

Facing the fire dragon, Sect Master Yue suddenly stamped his feet on the 
ground, and earth walls suddenly appeared from the ground! 

The hard ground was lifted directly under the feet of Sect Leader Yue! 

But this earthen wall was like flimsy paper in Chen Ping’s Fire Dragon Heart, 
and it had no effect at all! 

boom! 

The fire dragon penetrated Sect Master Yue’s body and burned instantly! 

“ah…………” 

Sect Master Yue screamed miserably! 

Sect Master Luo glanced at it unbearably, then jumped up and slapped Sect 
Master Yang with one palm! 

Sect Leader Yang also tried his best, facing each other with his palms! 

Bang! 

With a dull sound, Sect Leader Yang’s body instantly sank into the ground, 
leaving only half of his body exposed! 

That Sect Leader Yang was vomiting blood and seemed to be begging for 
mercy with his mouth open. He couldn’t say a word! 

Sect Leader Luo turned around unbearably and left directly! 



Chen Ping can solve the rest of the matter! 

Chen Ping took out a handful of red powder and threw it into the air! 

The poisonous insects and ice bear monsters roared and rushed over. 

Chen Ping used the Fire Control Step to leave, leaving behind the dying Hai 
Dafu and Yang Sect Master, being bitten by the ice bear monster and 
poisonous insects. 
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could hear the screams of Hai Dafu and Sect Master Yang! 

Chen Ping could tell that Sect Master Naluo’s brows were constantly frowning! 

Maybe he doesn’t want to get to where he is today! 

The five major sects now may be changed into two major sects in the future! 

Chen Ping checked the Chen clan leader and found that he was only hit by a 
very ordinary Huajin powder, so he found some pills in the storage ring and 
gave them to him. 
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“Fellow Daoist Chen, thank you so much. If it weren’t for you, I really don’t 
know how to break the situation.” 

“When I go back this time, I will definitely put things in order. The five major 
sects will be thoroughly cleaned!” 

Sect Master Luo seemed to be much older all of a sudden, he sighed and 
said! 

“Sect Master Luo, you’re welcome. If you hadn’t stood up to everyone’s 
objections, I would have died in the five major sects long ago.” 

Chen Ping said with a faint smile! 



Sect Master Luo smiled bitterly. He didn’t expect that when he insisted on 
letting Chen Ping leave, he actually saved one of his own! 

This may be the so-called karma! 

Sect Master Luo took out a stone from his arms that made everyone laugh. 
The strange thing was that this stone actually had five colors. 

“Fellow Daoist Chen, this is the five-color stone from our five major sects. It 
has been passed down for many years, but we still don’t know the use of this 
five-color stone.” 

“But today I saw you collecting the pole stone for practice. Maybe this thing 
will be useful to you!” 

Sect Master Luo handed the five-color stone to Chen Ping! 

Chen Ping took the five-color stone and felt a warm feeling in his hand, but 
Chen Ping didn’t pay attention and thought it was the body temperature of 
Sect Master Luo. 

After putting away the five-color stones and chatting with Sect Master Luo for 
a few words, Chen Ping and Sect Master Luo separated! 

Sect Master Luo led his disciples back to the sect! 

After all, there is no place where immortals fell here, so there is no use for 
them to stay here! 

What’s more, Hai Dafu and the other three have just died, and the disciples 
under their sect still need to be intimidated and managed! 

Chen Ping, Binglu and the others continued to search for the pole stone. 
While looking for the pole stone, Chen Ping also deliberately avoided other 
monks who entered the pole! 

Although many pole stones were found, no pole stone mine was found, which 
made Chen Ping a little depressed! 

Searching like this little by little, in the Year of the Monkey, the Horse and the 
Moon, we can find enough pole stones needed by Guanghan Palace. 



Seeing that the sky was getting dark again, Chen Ping could only find a 
relatively safe place to rest! 

While the saints were resting, Chen Ping was protecting them! 

Sitting cross-legged, Chen Ping took out the five-color stone out of boredom! 

I saw that the five-color stone actually gave off a faint luster in the darkness, 
five different lusters! 

Wave after wave of warmth continued to flow from Chen Ping’s palm into his 
body! 

At first, Chen Ping thought that the warmth of the five-color stones was 
caused by body temperature! 

But now I am holding the five-color stone. In such extremely cold weather, the 
five-color stone still exudes a sense of warmth! 

Chen Ping was a little strange. If it was caused by body temperature, it 
couldn’t be still warm now! 

Chen Ping observed carefully and found that apart from the five colors, there 
was nothing special about the five-color stone. It was similar to ordinary 
people’s stones! 

It’s about the size of a fist, very shiny, and very comfortable to hold in your 
hand in this extremely cold weather! 

Chen Ping tried to insert a spiritual power detection into the five-color stone, 
but it had no effect at all, and nothing could be found! 

“What a strange stone…” 

Chen Ping looked at the five-color stone and suddenly used his palms to 
crush the stone to see what was inside! 

But Chen Ping tried his best, but he couldn’t crush the stone. This time, Chen 
Ping was confused for a moment! 

You know, with his current strength, he can easily blow up a mountain with 
one punch! 



You want to crush a stone, but you can’t do it? 

 


